
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He had met it before and in _______ places.1. many

An excellent clergyman, possessing _______ knowledge of human nature,
instructed his large family of daughters in the theory and practice of music.
2. much

Curses, threats, and blows were expended upon them to no purpose, for
the Christian dogs seemed only capable of doing _______ harm and no good.
3.

much

It is, that public undertakings are carelessly managed, and _______ money
spent to little purpose.
4. much

I receive them with pleasure, and pay as _______ attention to them as my
avocations will permit.
5. much

The bell rang not _______ minutes later.6. many

The transit of the moon has been observed with _______ success.7. much

She had often thought, in _______ cases, if they had asked her advice
first, they might have saved trouble.
8. many

Nobody seemed to want him, and he wandered about from one place to
another, till he found himself in a dense wood, without any paths, and not
_______ light.

9.

much

Before _______ days we had fully identified the pair.10. many

A man in his position had _______ enemies.11. many

But for _______ long years they had never been heard.12. many

But if they bore any comparison with those of Great Britain, how comes it
to pass, that with all the force of Spain added, she has lost so _______
ground in so short a time, as now to have scarcely a superiority.

13.
much

Now, is there anything that consumes so _______ time as those anxieties
which I call 'pot-boiling'?
14. much
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True they could walk up and down the aisle of the car, but this was not
_______ fun, as the coach swayed so they were tossed against the sides of
the seats and bruised.

15.
much

I do not think she had shown so much interest as this in the world at large
for _______ years.
16.

many

The floor was covered with plates full of scraps intended for the cats, on
which there was _______ danger of stepping.
17.

much

He turned into the finest inn, ordered the best chamber and his favourite
dinner; for now that he had so _______ money he was really rich.
18.

much

And how many, _______ horses there were!19. many

And, oddly enough, there was not _______ smoke in the distance.20. much
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